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DESIGN & BUILD
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GRAPHIC DESIGN
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IN NO TIME!



Having a website is now considered a standard if you are 
trying to run a business or are self-employed and selling 
your services. The world we live in is very focused on finding 
information quickly and efficiently about what you can do as 
well as to find background information. A website is a great 
place to showcase your work or demonstrate your skills. 

By having a professional looking website, you will 
immediately have greater credibility. If you can appear 
credible, the visitor will be confident about buying your 
products or services. If you are running a charity, a good 
website could increase donations or if you intend to run a 
crowdfunding campaign, it will help to maximize interest 
and pledges.

If you are reading this guide you may be thinking about 
taking that step towards setting up a website for yourself 
or for your business, charity or project. The document is 
designed to help you to understand how it works and what 
steps you need to get that project online professionally.

I have a diverse background in several industries including music, photography, graphic 
design and marketing. This means I can integrate all the elements required to make a 
great looking and sounding website. The core service that I offer is to design and build 
you a template website. This do not require lengthy and expensive updates for you. If 
you are selling online, security is important. Finance platforms like PayPal will not allow 
embedding if your website does not fulfill criteria which changes often.

Once your template website is up and running, you can make all the regular changes 
you want without knowledge of lengthy security scripts and software bugs. You will find 
the process easy – many of the elements are drag and drop. Finally, I wanted to mention 
that once a template website is up and running, it will not cost you a penny (apart from 
hosting and domain costs). 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.  

Shea Lolin
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Just as every great painting deserves a frame, every 
great project deserves to be published on the perfect 
website.
On this page, you’ll fi nd a quick rundown of the 
different ways to publish websites.
1. Get a professional web designer to build one from scratch using code.

A web designer will understand code and build to your exact requirements. The amount 
of time and skill this takes will be refl ected in the price. You will also need to think about 
the cost of updating and developing. Even making a small change will most likely incur 
an hourly-rate charge.

How to publish websites.

3. Build a freebie website.  

A “freebie” website is exactly as you might expect – free. The catch is that you will be 
extremely limited to what you can customise and the company providing this will splash 
their name all over it. This does not give a professional look.

2. Build a template website.

Companies that offer template websites have risen hugely in recent years. Usually you 
will browse and fi nd a style you like, customise it and have it live in just a few minutes. 
This way of building websites has lead to a much more competitive environment for web 
designers.

It is possible with template websites to make advanced changes to further customise 
the look and functionality of your website. These include importing fonts, creating 
website protected areas, building databases, commercial card payment facilities and 
embedding elements.

The cost of doing it yourself is a fraction of the cost of getting a professional web 
designer to build one from scratch.

RECOMMENDED

Template websites.

Build the website you want without the price tag. 

With a bit of help.

I like great looking websites. I also like helping people to build great looking websites. 
With my background in photography, graphic and web design, I am able to put together 
some great materials to help promote your business, charity or project. 

Whilst it can take just a few minutes to get up a template website up and running, it’s 
important to remember that there still needs to be skill to ensure that the house style is 
kept so that the result is consistent and professional. Having photography or web visuals 
will make all the difference. Just have a look around at other websites and consider the 
impact of good visuals.

It’s also pretty amazing what you can do with template websites these days – and the list 
keeps growing! Over the next few pages I will illustrate what can be achieved.

CODING
Coding is not necessarily needed for template websites, but it is possible to open up the 
HTML/CSS coding and alter this for greater customisation. Coding beyond the template 
is something that I can do for an extra charge but in most cases it wont be required.

DOMAIN REGISTRATION OR TRANSFER
A domain is like a car number plate – it is unique to you. It is the URL (web site address). 
If you are setting up a new website, you will need to register one. If you already have 
one, you will need to transfer it. Typically, the cost of a domain is under £10 for a year. 
Sometimes this can be offered free as a promotion if you sign up to web hosting at the 
same time. This is included in my website building packages.

DOCUMENT OR PICTURE DOWNLOAD
You may wish for your website to become a resource for your visitor. I can upload libraries 
of documents or photos for the public to download. It is also possible to enable a 
password protected area of your new website, so such documents are only available to 
customers or subscribing members. 



E-MAIL
When you have set up your domain (*see DOMAIN), you will be able to set up a 
professional e-mail (e.g. info@yourdomain.com). E-mail storage is certainly a way of web 
companies making money. Most offer something like 2GB storage space in a package 
with paid upgrades. I can guide you through this including inexpensive or free ways to 
manage this. Setting up as many e-mails you need is included in my website building 
packages.

FONTS
Fonts which are used on websites should be ‘web safe’. Each device comes with its own 
pre-installed font selection and that is based on the operating system. If web safe fonts 
are not used, your visitors may not see the font you intended them to see. Web safe 
fonts appear across all operating systems. 

GRAPHIC DESIGN
A website can look bare without any web visuals (*see WEB VISUALS).  

MOBILE FRIENDLY PLATFORM
In April 2015, Google announced that if a website is not mobile friendly, it would 
not be crawled (searched). All websites created are optimised for mobile usage and 
automatically load depending on the device you are using. You can check if your 
website is mobile friendly at: google.com/webmasters/tools/mobile-friendly/

MUSIC PRODUCTION
I can offer a wealth of experience as a professional musician (including performance 
and conducting myself) I can also turn pages, record and produce music tracks for 
commercial release or integration onto your new website as part of a package.

PAGE DESIGN
If you are interested in having a website built, we will discuss what you like and look at 
examples. We can then build something to your taste with fonts, text layout, colours and 
web visuals. Really anything is possible with every aspect of design customizable.

PHOTOGRAPHY
I can offer a professional photo shoot for you or your products/services. I can output 
the artwork in many different formats from web to commercial printing of stationary. 
This helps to ensure the correct colour gamut is used and implemented. All photos 
taken remain the copyright of Shea Lolin Limited but may be used by you for unlimited 
promotional use at no additional charge.

SELLING ON YOUR WEBSITE
If you have products or services you wish to sell on your website, it is possible to 
integrate this to your new website. This is vital for donation giving for charities or 
pledging for crowdfunding campaigns. For products a very popular platform to 
integrate with is PayPal. This is included in my website building packages.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Stream your workfl ow to include your Twitter feed or Facebook postings live on your 
website. Also connect and display other websites such as Instagram, YouTube or even 
Google Maps to help people fi nd you or perhaps an event you are running. 

STATISTICS
Depending on the level of package you want with your web server supplier, it is possible 
to have built in software to capture statistics on your visitors including page hits, referrals 
and other behavior. I am also fully conversant with Google Analytics which is a free 
service. Integrating Google Analytics is included in my website building packages.

TEXT
You will need to write some copy for your new website and think about the order of the 
pages and how they will be organised within your navigation bar. In most cases, it is best 
if you can write your own copy. If you want me to do this, please make contact to discuss 
the length and complexity of the project. 

VIDEOS
Musicians will no doubt want to have videos to play but you might also want interviews, 
trailers or product promotional videos. These can either be integrated by uploading them 
to your server or to pull from another service such as YouTube or Vimeo.

WEB HOSTING
Think of web hosting like a virtual hard drive that is available 365 days of the year. 
Your website needs to be available all the time. This is included in my website building 
packages.

WEB VISUALS
Simply put, web visuals are any pictures or visual content on websites. Computers can 
only generate three colours (‘RGB’: Red, Green, Blue) as opposed to the more detailed 
‘CMYK’ (cyan, magenta, yellow, and key [black]) which is used in commercial printing. For 
the best results, web visuals should be optimised for web display and in RGB format.



Photography Integration.

Whether you are promoting 
yourself or your products, 
eye-catching photography 

can help your website 
to stand out.

10 Years experience as a professional 
Photographer & Graphic Designer.

All media is created in
Adobe Creative Cloud



Coniston Water, Lake District
Picture taken with DJI Mavic Pro

HD drone footage & aerial photographs for your website



Equipment.
Just for the tech geeks out there, here is my chosen set of equipment!

• Nikon D850 (Full frame, pro camera capable of 45.7MP for stills and 4K UHD video recording at 
30fps). The camera is complemented with several full-frame (FX) lenses for different conditions and 
light.

• CamRanger Wireless DSLR Camera Control.

• Sony HDR-MV1 full HD digital music recorder. Dual 120 degrees stereo microphones produce an 
uncompressed L-PCM audio recording. Audio recording format: MPEG-4 AAC-LC 2ch, MPEG-4 
Linear PCM 2ch(48kHz/16bit). 

• Two GoPro cameras to capture HD-quality video in almost all conditions and spaces.

• DJI Mavic 2 Pro and PolarPro filters to shoot 4K video and stills in RAW format. I also have a 
Permission for Commercial Operations (PfCO) with the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA).

• Several Manfrotto tripods

• Above equipment tethered on-site to several devices including iPad Pro.

• Home studio includes iMAC Pro and PC. Software includes Adobe Creative Cloud (full suite).

• Gaggia coffee machine for editing time!

Website Examples.

Shea Lolin Limited
shealolin.co.uk

City Wind Orchestra
citywind.org.uk

Shea Lolin Photography
shealolinphotography.co.uk

Eminent UK
eminentorgans.co.uk



Prices.

Website creation without visuals. £200

Website creation with visuals. £400

Website creation with visuals and photoshoot. £600

Any additional work for coding, 
proof-reading or writing copy.

£40 per hour

Please enquire about music and video services including performing and producing. Any additional services 
ordered together will contain a package discount.




